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THE BROADCAST FROM BERLIN; B. B. C. COMMENTATOR' S PILOT WINS D.F* C.

The pilot of the Lancaster in which a B.B, C. commentator and an engineer flew

over Berlin to describe the raid on the night of September 3 was awarded the D.F,C.

a week later. He is Flight-Lieutenant Kenneth IMF. Letford, of Plumstead, London,

S*E*, now on his second tour of operational duty, and this was his sixth raid, on

Berlin. The Lancaster, "F for Freddie," had been flown 43 times over enemy territory*

Mr. Vaughan Thomas was the B.B. C. commentator and Mr* Reginald Pidsley the

engineer. They had with them a special apparatus to record Mr. Thomas’s description

of what he saw on the flight and also the conversation of the crew on the intercom*

The most exciting moment in the flight was when the rear and mid—upper gunners.

Sergeant H. Devenish, of Callbeach, Sussex, and Warrant-Officer D*R* Fieldhouse, of

Catford, shot down an enemy fighter and the crew saw it hit the ground.

The record discs were rushed to London immediately after "F for Freddie" had landed

safely. A shortened version of the records was made and passed by the censor in time

for the one o’clock news the same day. Longer versions were broadcast later.

Altogether the B.B.C. has now given this broadcast nine times in English, as well

as many times in European and foreign programmes, and twice over a United States

network, which cancelled two of its Sunday programmes to give this broadcast. It has

been described as "the outstanding broadcast of the war."

In the citation of Flight-Lieutenant Letford’s D.F. C*, it was said that he has

attacked most of the enemy’s heavily defended targets. "A first-rate captain of

aircraft," the citation added, "he has consistently shown the greatest determination

to press home his attacks regardless of difficulties or enemy opposition."

The attack on Berlin was the fiftieth trip of Flight-Lieutenant Letford’s

navigator, Warrant-Officer H.F. Connealy, D.F.M., of Brisbane, Queensland. Though
he had attacked many other European targets this was his first flight to Berlin.


